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While this controversy rages, developments in the foreign trade in Nigeria reveal that persistent
deficits characterized the balance of payment between 1970 - 2006 as only nine years (9) out of the
37years under study were in surplus (CBN, 2006). This is as a result of the persistent fiscal deficits,

The adherents of the Ricardian Equivalence Hypothesis such as Baro (1989) have challenged the
traditional view, they argue that an increase in a budget deficit through reduced taxes will be offset
by increase in private savings. Those tax savings have the effect of reducing public savings and
enlarging the budget deficit as they increase private savings by an equivalent amount. Proponent of
this view argue that the alternative sources of financing public expenditure, either through debts or
taxes have no effect or real interest rates, aggregate demand and private spending.

The relationship between fiscal deficit and external sector balance is of great theoretical and
empirical interest in developed and developing countries' economy as this has important policy
implication for the role of fiscal policy in reducing the current account deficit (Koray and
Mclvlillan, 2007). For example, the view in the popular press is that fiscal deficits causes current
account deficit. However, there are t\VO compe-ting theoretical views that tries to explain the
variations in current account as a consequence of public sector stability. The traditional view (also
reffered to as the Keynesian Absorption Thoery) argues that the government budget deficit causes
current account deficit. This view suggests that when an economy is operating at or near full
capacity, an increase in budget deficit results to balance of payment deficit as the aggregate demand
for goods and services including imports will increase.

INTR01)UCTION

This study examines the relationship between fiscal deficits and external sector balances in Nigeria from
1970 - 2006. In particular, the studyfocused on the link between fiscal deficits and trade balance, since
the trade balance is the driving force for changes in {he current account. Cointegration techniques and
Structural analysis was adopted in the study. Empirical evidence emerges that the coefficient of fiscal
deficits is negative and significant in line with the theoretical expectation. This is however with an
adjustment lag of two-periods at the j'/o of significance. By way of illustration, a 1% increase in fiscal
deficit is capable of reducing the trade balance by 0.326%. It is recommended that policy steps that can
keep fiscal deficits under control and reduce external debt are capable of encouraging export production
and enhance Nigeria's trade surplus situation.
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II Literature Review

Although the discussion on the purported link between budget deficit and current account balance
in the popular press often assign a casual role running from budget deficit to current account
balance, theoretical models do not provide a uniform view of the effect of fiscal policy on current
account balance (Koray and McMillan, 20(7) Thus, the relationship between the budget deficit and
current account balance has generated considerable controversies in theoretical debate and
empirical testing since the 1980s. From the theoretical perspective, the traditional view also known
as the Keynesian absorption theory argues that when an economy is operating at or near full
employment capacity, an increase in budget deficit will drive the external balance into deficit.

This parer is an attempt to improve on previous studies by firstly including in the study a braod
data set spanning 1970 - 2006. Such a data set is far more than those found in the previous studies;
the period also covers all the periods of economic reforms in. Nigeria, Another important
shortcoming of most previous studies on Nigeria, which the current study seeks to overcome is that
explicit attention was not paid to non-stationarity of the data used Using recent developments in
time series econometrics as provided by Engle and Granger (1987), Andrew (1991), Phillips and
Peron (19S8), Dickey and Fuller (1979), New and West (1994) McKinnon (1996), this study is able
to distinguish between Sh01i and long-run effects of the variables in the model adopted. The paper
is organized as follows; following the introduction is Section II which is the Literature Review
while Section III is Methodology, Section IV contains Empirical Analysis, Section VI is Summary
and conclusion.

A number of studies have investigated the link between fiscal deficits and external balance. Some
of these studies include Evans (1998); Easterly and Schmidt Hebbel (1994); Njeru and Randa
(1994); Calderon, Chong and Loayza (2000); Olopoenia (1986); Mbanefo (1982); Fopojuwo and
Ogiogio (1995); Eghwaikhide (1997); Adarnu (2004), Chinn and Prasad (2000); Bussiere
Fratzscher and Muller (2005); Fergusson (2005); Korny and frame considered in them was short.
Moreso, the: extant studies conducted on Nigeria such (1': Mbanefo (1982); Eghwaikhide (1997);
Adamu (2004) did not adopt very robust methodology in interrogating the research data. These
shortcomings have somehow contributed to the knowledge gap in the literature, thus warranting a
more systematic study on the effects of fiscal deficits on trade balance. This underscores the the
importance of the study.

which is financed from excessive borrowing from external and internal sources (NCEMA, 2004).
Empirical evidence in most developed countries have shown that the method of financing may
result in high monetary expansion, high inflation, high public debt, exchange rate depreciation,
deterioration in balance of payment position, etc (Onwuoduokit, 1999). According to CBN (2004),
there were persistent increases in the balance of payment deficits as resource balance went into
deficit due to the petroleum induced export decline.
Consequently, the increase in aggregate demand enhanced by the government deficit expenditure
led to importation of goods and services. In Nigeria, budget deficit occurred for most of the thirty
one (31) years out of tile thirty seven (37) years under study (CBN, 2006)
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The work of Njeru and Randa (1998) in the case of Kenya found the impact of financing public
deficit through public debt to have a significant negative effect on trade surplus. The results of their
estimates revealed that, in Kenya, the trade surplus depreciated the real effective exchange rate.
Concerned about the relationship between budget deficit and current account balance, Bartoli
(1988) developed a set of structural equations to capture this interaction in ten Latin American
countries. The finding is that inflation tax and the method of financing budget deficit worsen the

Empirical works on the relationship between fiscal deficits and external balance are numerous and
present some controversies. For instance, while Evans (1988) argues that the current account
balance is independent of budget deficit. The general consensus is that, even in cases where current
account deficit cannot be traced to fiscal deficit, the latter is often considered as the cure for
adverse current account balance. Islam and Wetzel (1991), posits that the rapid expansion in
government spending that propelled total domestic outlay, provoked deterioration in the balance of
trade in Ghana. Easterly and Schmidt-Hebbel (1994), in evaluating the impact of fiscal deficit on
trade balance in ten developing countries, found that rising trade surplus leads to depreciation of the
real exchange rate. But for one, which is Pakistan, it was noted that deficit reduction through
reduced public investment leads to appreciation of the real exchange rate because of the depressing
effect of lower investment to domestic output.

The critics of the Mumdell-Flerning (FM) approach although agree on the adverse effects of large
budget deficits, disagreed the sequence of causation implied by these models. Proponents of the
Ricardian Equivalence Hypothesis such as Baro (1989) argues that alteration in the composition of
debt or taxes have no impact in real interest rates, aggregate demand, private spending, the
exchange rate or the external balance. They point out that while tax cuts have the effect ci'reducing
public savings and enlarging the budget deficit, they increase private savings by an amount equal to
the increase in the tax burden in the future years. Ricardo (1S17) cited in Hashernzadeh and Wilson
(2006) in his articulation of his equivalence theory suggest that government budget should not alter
capital formation and economic growth or level of aggregate demand including demand for imports
due to the fact that far-sighted individuals fully capitalize the implied future taxes associated with
budget deficits. Ricardo's theory implies that there is no association between budget deficits and
current account balance, However, Blanchard (1985) not only rejected the Ricardian argument by
showing that utility maximizing tax payers would behave differently under finite horizon as
opposed to an infinite horizon, but also suggested a positive correlation between sustained budget
deficits and external debt of a country.

Economists and researchers such as the Mundell Fleming tradition, Fleming (1962) have provided
models of the exchange rate regime to explain the relationship between budget deficit and current
account balance. Also Blanchard Overlapping generation Models (1984 and 1985); Auerbach and
Kotlikoff (1987) as cited in Hashamzadel and Wilson (2006) among many others attempted to
resolve the issue of purported link between budget deficit and current account balance using
complex mathematical models. The Mumdell-Flerning tradition posits that increases in the fiscal
deficits lead to current account deficit by spurring domestic interest rates, exchange rates and the
rate of capital inflows.

McMillan (2007) etc are replete in the literature. However, these studies have not only yielded
conflicting results on the relationship between budget deficits and external balances, but the time
This is because deficit inflates all components of aggregate demands for goods and services,
including demand for imports, provided exports do not increase proportionately to offset increased
imports.
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The work of Egwaikhide (1997) cited in Tchokote (2004) uses a framework whose empirical model
is drawn from the fiscal approach to the balance of payments, the results of his simulation
experiments showed that budget deficit engendered by increased expenditure precipitated the
deterioration of the current account irrespective of whether the fiscal deficit is financed through
bank credit or external borrowing. The submission of his comprehensive study is that, budget
discipline is required to achieve external balance in Nigeria. Adamu (2004) studied the
determinants of balance of payments in Nigeria and the result suggest that real income, inflation
rate, exchange rate and interest rate played significant role in determining the balance of payments
during the period 1970 to 2000. The work explains that 97 percent of the systematic variation in
balance of payment is explained by the four variables. The recommendation is that appropriate
monetary and fiscal policies should be utilized in order to maintain a stable exchange rate and a
sustainable balance of payment. The results of a recent study on the macroeconomic implications of
fiscal deficits in Kenya by Njeru and Randa (1998), indicates that there was a less than one to one
relationship between fiscal deficit and current account deficit. Particularly, an increase of 10% in

Other studies on the macroeconomic implications of budget deficits on the Nigerian economy such
as Mbanefoh (1982) argues that the disequilibrium of the balance of payments witnessed in the
1970s and 1980s was partially caused by the financing of budget deficits through money creation.
This argument is in consonance with Olopoenia (1986). Also, Mbanefoh (19Z2) submitted that
bank credit increased the growth of aggregate demand that could not be satisfied from domestic
production, led to massive imports. Reviewing the tt ends in relationship between fiscal deficits and
the current account deficits, Fapojuwo and Ogiogio (1995) found a positive correlation of 0.65
between these variables. Their study also reported a positive correlation between budget deficits
and current account in a number of African and Latin American countries in the 1980s.

Morande and Schmidt-Hebbel (1991) examined the impact of fiscal policies and real exchange rate
on trade balance. The result of their estimations indicated a strong relationship between budget
deficit and trade balance as increases in the former adversely affected the latter. The work of
Easterly and Schmidt-Hebbel (1994) threw more light on the a priori expectation that fiscal deficits
appreciate leal exchange rate as well as the simultaneous effect between devaluation and fiscal
adjustment. Their study also finds a degree of closeness between fiscal deficits and external
balances. Olopoenia (1986) assessed the impact of fiscal policies on the Nigerian balance of
payments developments and found that, increased aggregate demand enhanced through the
monetization of foreign earnings would lead to inflation and create balance of payments
disequilibria. This, is because the source of financing the domestic budget balance is from the
foreign exchange earnings.

current account balance through its negative impact on domestic savings. A similar study carried
out by Mansur (1989) for Philippines, demonstrated that increased budget deficit (resulting from
enlarged government expenditure) financed from both bank credit and external borrowing was the
source of the current account deterioration. Calderon, Chong and Loayza (2000) studied 44
developing countries on the determinants of current account of deficits and found that current
account deficits in these countries are moderately persistent. Again, a rise in domestic output
growth generates a larger current account deficit; increases in savings rates have a positive effect on
the current account; shocks that increase the terms of trade or cause the real exchange rate to
appreciate are linked with higher current account deficits and either higher growth rates in
industrial economies or higher international interest rates reduces the current account deficit in
developing economies. There was however no evidence of link between budget deficit andcurrent
account balance.
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Feldstein (!992) used a traditional macroeconomic approach to investigate the relationship between
the growth rates of domestic demand and income in the United States (USA) and its trading
partners. They reveal that, the relatively slow growth rate of income was instrumental to the
reduction of export receipts. Thus, the remarkable growth of income was responsible to the
increase in the demand for domestic and foreign goods, thereby precipitating the current account
deficit. Also, simulation analyses conducted yielded the same results for some countries, as is the
case of Mansur's (1989) work with respect to Philippines and Egwaikhide (1997) findings in
Nigeria. Specifically, simulation results from Philippines show that the burden of budget deficit
provoked by increase in government expenditures, which are being financed by both bank credit
and foreign borrowing, led to a deterioration of the current account balance. Mansur (1989)
submitted that fiscal restraint was a favourable tool to maintain a good balance of payments ficures,
Recent work by Chinn and Prasad (2000) on the effects of fiscal deficits on current account balance
reveals that current account balances are positively correlated with government budget balances.
The study concludes that among developing countries, measures of financial deepening are
positively associated with current account balances while indicators of openness to international
trade are negatively correlated with current account balances. On the contrary a very recent work
by Ferguson (2005) for the United States of America (U.S) argue that budget deficit has probably
been only a small factor on the emergence of the U.S external imbalance. Bussiere, Fratzscher and
Muller (2005) asserts that there is Iittle evidence for a contemporaneous effect of budget deficits on
current account, while country specific productivity shocks appeu. to playa key role. Aristovnik
(2003) studied transition economics by dividing them into three; Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE), Southern and Eastern Europe (SEE) and Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). His

The study by Aghveli and SaS5anpour (1982) developed a macroeconomic model that draws on the
monetary approach.to.the balance of payments. The result of rheir.find.ngs indicated that economic
growth of the period covered for Iran (1960-1977) was partly due to the increase in the prices of
crude oil. There was also an indication that, the increase in government expenditures enhanced by
the rise in oil receipt precipitated the balance of payments deterioration through increased
expenditure on imported goods. The study of Zaidi (1985) on the relationship between budget
deficit and the current account balance is quite impressive. The results of the Granger (1969) and
Sims (1972) tests for the studied countries showed that there was a bi-directional causality between
fiscal deficits and the current account deficits in the Philippines 3::1dSouth Korea, a one-way
causality (from the current account deficit to budget deficit) was the case in Thailand and Greece.
In Brazil, the estimation results reveal that the variables were statistically insignificant in the period
under study.

In the case of Ghana, the works of Islam and Wetzel (1991) argue that the rapid expansion in
government spending, which propelled total domestic outlay provoked a deterioration in the
balance of trade. According to Islam and Wetzel (1991), because budget deficit was money
financed that fuelled inflation, the exchange rate depreciation that accompanied this led to a weak
demand for cocoa and export with negative effect on trade balance. Morande and Schmidt-Hebbel
(1991) evaluated the impact of fiscal policies and real exchange rate on the trade balance. The
results of their estimations indicate a strong relationship between budget deficit and trade balance
as increases in the former adversely affected the latter.

budget deficit increases the current account deficit by about 8%. The study submits that fiscal
policy influences external balance as private sector absorption is influenced by fiscal deficit. In
addition, the study also admits that the burden of public debt both short and long-term worsen the
current account behaviour.

•
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Trade Balance Model
The specification of trade balance model follows the works of C'a Zorzi, Chudik and Dieppe
(2009); Afonso and Sousa (2009); De Saints and Luhrrnann (2008); Koray and Mcmillin (2007),
Ferguson (2005), Tchokote (2004) Bussiere, Fratzcher and Muller (2005). The relationship between
trade-balance and the independent variables is such that trade balance is a function of fiscal deficit,
external debt, and domestic debt. Hence we specify the variable model as:

TB = (FD, EXDT, DDT)
TB = Co + c] FD + C2 EXDT + C3 DDT + U, (1)
Co is intercept and,
ci, C2, C3 are the coefficients of the regression equation.
A priori it is expected that
c] < 0, C2 and C3 < 0

Where Trade balance (TB) is the dependent variable, Fiscal Deficit (FD); EXTD is External debt
(EXTD); Domestic Debt outstanding (DDT) are the independent variables, and U, is error term.

III Methodology

Sources of Data
The secondary data for the period 1970 to 2006 which were used as the macroeconomic variables
in this study were obtained from the Statistical Bulletin of the Central Bank of Nigeria. The choice
of this intervening period is informed by the following reasons:
i) this period produced bouts of large fiscal deficits, interspersed, especially in the early 1970s,

with large surpluses in J 971, 1973 and 1974, and again in 1979, 1995 and 1996.
ii) availability of data in Nigeria, and desire to capture the period of structural break-control

regime vis-a-vis deregulation and reforms.

Erceg and Gust (2005) argue that changes in fiscal policy have fairly small effects on the U.S trade
balance, irrespective of whether the source is a spending increase or tax cut. The calibration shows
that a rise in the fiscal deficit of one percentage point of GDP causes the trade balance to
deteriorate by less than 0.2 percentage point. Most of the pressure on the external balance due to the
expansionary fiscal policy is offset by a combination of higher output, and/or a fall in private
consumption and investment. The work suggests putting little credence in the idea that fiscal policy
changes are likely to exert sizeable effects on the U.S trade balance. Accordingly, fiscal
contraction in the U.S is unlikely to be instrumental in narrowing the burgeoning U.S trade deficit,
even if it might be desirable en other grounds. While Barth and Pollard (2006) submit that only
realistically large adjustments in fiscal expenditure and/or revenue policies would have a noticeable
effect on the U.S current account deficit, and the necessary fiscal adjustment would come at a high
economic cost to both the U.S economy and the world economy. Koray and McMillin (2007)
argue that there is no link between expansionary fiscal policies and trade deficits, which is contrary
to common perception. They argue that fiscal policy shock which lead to a significant depreciation
o nile rca! exchange rate also generate significance improvement in the trade balance.

findings are that high budget deficit in CIS economies have mainly signaled the problem of fiscal
sustainabiiity because the presence of high sustainability between private and public savings is
noticed in the region. On the other hand, in CCE and SEE, a relatively low level of sustainability
between private and public savings is noticed implying a relatively high correlation between fiscal
and external balance. The work recommends that economic policy reversals in the CEE and SEE
should involve substantial reduction of fiscal deficit in the future in order to reduce the probability
of balance of payment crisis.
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Where T, = -(I1i+I ...+ ITp)(i = I, ...,p -1) and IT = -1+ ITi +...+ ITp' As long as nXt-l is stationary,
the ECM is well defined, since .6.Xt is stationary. Stationarity of f1Xt-1 is equivalent to linear
combinations of the XI variables being stationary, that is, cointegration. Thus, the nature of the
error-correction term, rrXt-l is what determines the nature of the co integration relationships among
the variables (Engsted and Bentzen, 1997).
Specifically, the number of independent stationary linear combinations is determined by the rank, r,
of the (k x k) matrix 11:

..................... (4)
p-!

L'I')(r= IljtY."r-i +TIXt-] + S,
i-I

The n matrices are of order (k x k) and contain the VAR parameters. In addition, each and every
variable is explained by p-Iagged values of itself and all the other variables. By implication, all the
variables are regarded as endogenous. We can then reparameterize equation (25) into the error
correction model (ECM) formulation to yield:

Where Yt is the variable considered, T is the time trend (which is only allowed if significant), and 8t

is a random error term. The Akaike Information Criterion is used in selecting p (the lag-length)
after testing for first and higher order serial correlation in the residuals. The lagged variables serve
as a correction mechanism for possible serial correlation. The Phillips-Peron (PP) test uses models
similar to the Dickey-Fuller tests but with Newey and West (1994) non-narametric correction for
correcting possible serial correlation rather than the lagged variables method employed in ADF.
Also Bartlett Kernel (Andrews 1991) is used as an automated bandwidth estimator for lag
truncation of the Newey and West non-parametric correction. The test statistics of the ?P has the
same distribution as that of Dickey-Fuller and critical levels provided by MacKinnon (1996) is
used.
If the variables in the structural equations have unit roots, then we can capitalize on the likelihood
of co-movements in their behaviour hence the possibilities that they trend together towards a stable
long-run equilibrium. The multivariate maximum likelihood approach to cointegration developed
by Johansen (1988, 1991) makes it possible to test for the cointegration rank, that is, the number of
co integrating vectors, to estimate these vectors and to test linear restrictions on the vectors using
standard asymptotic inference. In addition, the small sample biases and normalization problems
inherent in the OLS approach do not mise in the Johansen method.
if we assume thai: the vector X, contain k time series variables with T observations each, the
Johansen method is based on the following p-lag Vector-Autolcegressive (VAR) model for Xt with
Gaussian errors:

X, =X, = ITXf_1 + + ITpx._p + Sf (3)

............... (2)
p

.6.Yr = a + j3T + YYr-1 -1-Ldr.6.Yr_1 +e,
i=1

ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE - COINTEGRATION AND ERROR CORRECTION
MODEL (ECM)
We first investigated the time series characteristics of the data to test whether these variables are
integrated. The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test (as specified in Dickey and Fuller, 1979), and
Phillips-Perron test (Phillips and Peron, 1988) were employed. For the ADF, the null hypothesis is
that the variable being considered has a unit root against an alternative that it does not. The model
for the ADF is as specified below:
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Structural Analysis -Impulse Response Analysis and Forecast Error Variance Decomposition
A shock to any variable in the VEC model not only directly affects the variable but is also
transmitted to all of the other endogenous variables through the dynamic (lag) structure of the VEC.
An impulse response function traces the effect of a one-time shock to one of the innovations on

r p p p

Ln~ =L Ctl,k vk,l-P +L (A,sLnM!I_s +L¢2"LnM21_s + I ¢3,sLnX31_S + '71,1+)11 ... (5)
k=! se I 5=1 s=1

where Y, is the dependent variable; Xj,X2, and X3 are the independent variables in the structural
equations; p .)I(iS the optimal lag length of the VAR); CXi,.k= the adjustment coefficients,

Vk,t- p'-= is the cointegrating vector and IJ; = intercepts.
Equations 27 describes the intertemporal interaction between the dependent variable and the
independent variables highlighted in the last section. If the cointegrating relations (equilibrium
conditions) are imposed, the error correction models describe the way aggregate dependent variable
and the independent variables will adjust towards their equilibrium state in each time period. In the
short-run, deviation of dependent variable and the independent variable from their long-run
equil ibrium path will feed back on their future changes in order to force their movement towards
the long-run equilibrium state since the variables are supposed to be cointegrated, The cointegration
term is known as the error correction term since the deviation from long-run equilibrium is
corrected gradually through a series of partial short-run adjustments. The co integrating vectors
from which the error-correction terms are derived are each indicating an independent direction
where a stable, meaningful long-run equilibrium state exists, The coefficients of the error
correction terms, however, represent the proportion by which the long run disequilibrium in the
dependent variables is corrected in each short-term period.
After establishing the unit root status of the variables and the existence of contegration, the
ordinary least square (OLS) two stage approach suggested by Engle ..Granger (1987) was utilized in
deriving the short iun coefficients. In the first stage, the long run OLS equation was conducted. The
estimates from the OLS estimates therefore represent the long run coefficients. Thereafter, the
general to specific approach was utilized to arrive at the parsimonious equation for each of the
structural equation in the model. The redundant variables are deleted using the Akaike Information
Criteria (AlC) and the Schwarz Criteria (SC).

(1) If r = 0, Il is just the null matrix, which implies that the model reduces to a Vector Auto
Regression (VAR) in first differences. Hence, all the variables in Xt are T(1) but there is no
cointegration, that is, no long -run relationships between the variables.
(2) If O<r< k, such that n has reduced rank greater than zero, then X, is reI) and there are r
cointegrating vectors.
(3) If r = k, such that Il has full rank, X, can be said to be trivially co integrated because all the
variables in X, are stationary, 1(0), and hence any linear combinations of the Xl variables is trivially
stationary.
The number of non-zero eigen values from the cointegrating equations usually denotes the
cointegration rank, that is, the number of cointegration relationships in the system. Two tests exist
for the rank of Il, r, based on eigenvalues: the maximal eigenvalue test (Lmax),and the trace test
(Ltrace).Having determined the cointegration rank, Il can then be partitioned as n=a~/, where ~ is a
(k x r) matrix whose columns are the cointegration vectors, and a is the corresponding (k x r)
matrix of so-called factor loadings. The interpretation of the factor loadings a is that they measure
the speed with which the variables change in response to short-run deviations from the long-run
equilibria given by the cointegration vectors in ~.
The general form of the error correction model for the structural equations can therefore be
expressed as:
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The variables for our analysis were subjected to two types of unit roots test to determine whether
they are unit roots or stationary series. The tests employed were the Augmented Dickey Fuller test
(ADF) and the Phillips-Perron test (PP) test. For the ADF and PP tests, two models are considered
viz, with constant, with time trend. The null in both the ADF and PP test is the presence of unit
root. The ADF results in Table 2 show that 99% of the variables are integrated of order one in the
two models of unit root test considered. A reasonable number of the variables were at the 5% level.
One exception was however observable, the log of external debt (LEXTD). The LEXTO was found
to be stationary in the model that includes a constant without a linear time trend at levels. The

Source: Author's Computation with data derivedfront CBN Statistical bulletin using
Econometric Views 6.0

*The Null Hypothesis is the presence of unit root. Model 1 includes a constant while model 2
includes a constant and a linear time trend. Lags were selected based on Schwarz Information
Criterion. *, **, *** indicate significance at 1%,5%, and 10% respectively. Econometric views
were used in the derivation.

I VARIABLES LEVEL FIRST
DIFFERENCE

I Model 1 Model 2 Modell Model 2
I LDDT -0.56645 -1.74048 -4.54233 -4.51002
LEXTD -3.13116 -1.05184 -1.81189 -6.21898
LFD -3.20642 -4.67947 -5.84943 -5.86981
LTB -1.83802 -2.08306 -5.20265 -5.1498

!c

i

Table 2: Table of the Observed Result of tile Augmented Dickey Fuller test (ADF)*

The characteristics of the data series used in the regression analysis are presented in Table 1. The
table reports the summary of statistics used in the analysis. It provides information about the means
and standard deviations of the main variables. The mean value of log of trade balance stood at -
0002062 while the mean of the log of fiscal deficit, domestic credit and external debt stood at
0.11 r, 10.69699 QJ1d10.1 03 respectively,

Source: Author's Computation with data derivedfrom CBN Statistical bulletin using
Econometric Views 6.0

Mean Median Maximum Minimum Std.Dev. Obs
LEXTD 10.10308 10.45416 10.S784t1 8.922559'1 0.546046 37
LOOT 10.69699 10.67239 12.24385 9.000304 1.071984 37
LFD 0.111193 0.066115 0.50274 -0.37609 0.182012 37
LTB -0.02962 0.058515 0.194715 -0.49138 0.192021 31

Table 1: Summary of Statistics of Variables applied in the Regression Analysis

IV PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

current and future values of the endogenous variables. While impulse response functions trace the
effects of a shock to one endogenous variable on to the other variables in the VEC, variance
decomposition separates the variation in an endogenous variable into the component shocks to the
VEC. Thus, the variance decomposition provides information about the relative importance of each
random innovation in affecting the variables in the VEe
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Source: Author's Computation with data derived from CBNStatistical bulletzn using
Econometric Views 6.0

Note: (1) Lags were selected based on Schwarz Information Criterion in the ADF test (2) The
Bandwith was chosen using Newey-West method with Barttlet Kernel spectral estimation in the
Phillip-Perron test (3) *, **, *** indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively.
Econometric views was used in the derivation

EQUATION AUGMENTED PHILLIPS-
DICKEY PERRON TEST
FULLER TEST

Trade Balance Equation -6.3701 -6.3701 .-

Table 4: Table of Observed Result of the Unit Root Test of Residual ofECM variables

The PP test statistics reported if, Table 3 reinforces the result in the model that include only
constant in the ADF test and also supported those models that include a constant and a linear time
. trend. The PP test supports the presence of U:11troots in nearly all the series. The few exceptions
that were noticed in the ADF model however remain. For example, the LEXTD was found to be
stationary in the model that includes a constant without a linear time trend at levels. These two
variables are significant at 10% level. It is evident from Table 2 and 3 that the variables become
stationary sei ies when appropriately differenced. From the two types of integration tests carried out
(above), it could be concluded that all the variables in our models contain unit roots. Therefore, we
can safely proceed to use the co-integration method in analyzing our models as conventional
regression models will generate spurious results due to the integration level of the series. Following
the findings that the data series are by nature, mostly non-stationary stochastic processes,
econometric developments regarding the concepts of co integration are particularly opposite in
testing for equilibrium. Accordingly, the long run properties of the variables in the behavioural
equations were examined using the Engle-Granger two-step procedure ..

Source: Author's Computation with data derivedfrom CBN Statistical bulletin using
Econometric Views 6.0

"The Null Hypothesis is the presence of unit root. Modell includes a constant, Model 2 includes a
constant and a Iinear time trend. The Bandwith was chosen using Newey- West method with Barttlet
Kernel spectral estimation *, **, ** * ind icate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively.
Econometric views was used in the derivation

VAlUABLES LEVEL FIRST
DIFFERENCE

Modell Model 2 Modell Model 2
LDDT -0.56645 -2.22486 -4.52797 -4.51002
LEXTD -2.92619 -0.86302 -5.27047 -6.51706
LFD -3.17008 -4.54522 -13.1983 -14.133
LTB -1.95716 -2.15896 -5.21298 -5.1498

Table 3: Tableofthe Observed Result of the Phillips-Perron Test (PP)*

LGEXP was found to be stationary and significant at 5% level in the model that includes a constant
and a linear time trend at levels but insignificant in the model that includes only a constant. One
interesting feature noted in the results was that all the variables were stationary in model with
constant as well as constant and linear time trend at the first difference level.
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Source: Author's Computation with data derivedfrom CBN Statistical bulletin using
Econometric Views 6.0

In view of the problems with the Engle-Granger framework for testing cointegration, the results
were validated using the Johansen (1991, 1995) approach. The Johansen's framework provides the
number of cointegrating equations and estimates of all cointegrating vectors in the multivariate
case. The Johansen cointegration test results are presented in Tables 5 above. The trace test and the
rnax-eigen test were conducted to establish the number of cointegrating relations in each of the
equations. The trace test results are presented in the first part of the table while the max-eigen
.results were presented in the second part of the table. Test results indicate the existence of one
co integrating equation in the equations at the 1% and 5% significance level. In Cldditlvi" the
normalized cointegrating coefficients show that the variables in the equations are relatively
important. The consistency in the test results confirms the existence of long !'UI1 relationship among
the exogenous and dependent variables in the model.

Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating equation(s) at th_e_5-'-°i<.:_o_le_v-'-e.:_I--l,

,-Tracp test in.dic~tes no cointegration at the I% level
------ I T
I i. I
Hypothesized Max-Eigen I 5 Percent 1 Per.::ent I,

No ofCE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Criticai Value Critical Value
None * 0.571655 30.52176 27.07 32.24
At most 1 0.273115 11.48352 20.97 25.52
At most 2 0.168 6.621229 14.07 18.63 I

I At most 3 0.025844 0.942635 3.76 6.65
l'¥Iax-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointe£ratinp: efJuation(s) at the 5% level
Max-eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 1% level

None * 0.571655 49.56915 47.21 54.46I At most 1 (J.273 115 -1-'-9-.0-'-4':_7-39-+----_:2..:....9.:..::.6"::"'8+-----=3:"':5":"".6':"':5:....J1

No.ofCE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Critical Value

At most 2 0_IG8 7.563864 15.41 20.04 I

At most 3 0.025844 0.942635 i 3.76 6.b5j

Series: LTB LFD LEXTD LDDT--------_L----------~~--------~I
Lags interval (in first differences): No la~ +- -11
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test1~~~~~~~~~--~r-~~------~----------+------------11
Hypothesized Trace 5 Percent 1 Percent

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend
Included observations: 36 after adjusting endpoints
Sample(adjusted): 1971 2006

Table 5: Table of Observed Result of the Johansen Multivariate Co integration Test Results for the

Trade Balance Equation

Presented in Table 4 are the results of the unit root tests of the residuals of the static long run
models. The regression residuals have zero mean, and as they are not expected to have
deterministic trend, the unit roots exercise were conducted by excluding both the models that
includes constant and constant with time trend. The ADF test statistics and the Phillip-Perron
statistics suggest that the disequilibrium errors are mostly 1(0), and as such, the variables in the
static equations are co-integrated.
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Source: Author's Computation with data derived from CBN Statistical bulletin using
Econometric Views 6.0

~"dent Variable: IJ(LTB) I-- I J
I iod: Least Squares
I Coefficient . Std. Error t -Statistic Prob.

C 0.016!4'/ I 0.O31l30 0.518700 0.6087
D(LFD) 0. I69088 0.109724 1.941028 0.1364

D(LFD(-I)) -0.086906 0.096814 -0.897661 0.3783
D(LFD(-2» -0.326216 0.094313 -3.458867 0.0020 I

I
D(LEXTD(-l) -0.411203 0.161617 -2.544307 0.0J/8

D(LDDT) -0.208358 0.224477 -0.928192 0.3625
D(LDDT( -3) 0.204215 0.201566 1.013144 0.32111
D(LTB( -1» 1.265832 0.395731 3.198718 0.0039
ECM3(-I) -0.640580 0.427420 -3.136448 00045

R-squared 0.577013 Mean dependent var -0.005699
Adjusted R-squared 0.436017 S.D. dependent var 0.105492
S.E.ofregression 0.079223 Akaike info criterion -2.006092
Sum squared resid 0.150632 Schwarz criterion -1.597953
Log likelihood 42.10052 Durb in-Watson stat 2.101359
F-statistic 0.003406

Table 6: Parsimonious Model of Trade Balance Equation

The general discussion of the error correction model is useful here. All the diagnostic test statistics
are quite satisfactory. The magnitude of the coefficients confirms the absence of redundant
regressors. Judged by the significance of the t-statistics, the coefficients are well determined. The
disequilibrium error term, ECMt_l, is statistically significant and negative (as expected) in the
equation. The significance of the error terms confirms the existence of long run relationship
between the variables in the error correction model. Of particular interest is the coefficient on the
lagged ECM in the inflation equation. The ECM induces about 64% adjustment per period in these
equations. In addition, the equation is statistically significant and the overall statistical frt is good.
The marginal significance level of the F-statistics is zero. Hence, the null hypothesis of the F
statistics is rejected for all choices of significance level. Therefore, the conclusion is that, as groups,
the regression coefficients are significantly different from zero. The high value of the Durbin
Watson (DW) indicates absence of autocorrelation. Finally, the relatively low value of the standard
error of the 1egression is a clear evidence of the goodness of fit of the equation.

As the data series are non-stationary and the vector of variables in the equations appear to be
cointegrated, execution of the second phase of the Engle-Granger technique led to the estimation of
error-correction forms of the stochastic equation. The equation represents the short-run behaviour
and the adjustment to the long run model. The residual from the cointegrating regression lagged
one period were used as error correction mechanism in the dynamic equation. The Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) estimation method was used as it is an essential component of most other estimation
techniques. In addition, the OLS remains one of the most commonly used methods in econometric
investigations involving large models. Estimates of the preferred specification obtained using
general-to-specific method are presented in Table 6 and discussed below. The results were
evaluated using conventional diagnostic tests.
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The coefficient of fiscal deficit is negative and significant in line with the theoretical expectation.
This IShowever with an adjustment lag of two-periods at the 1% mcrease in fiscal deficit is capable
of reducing the trade balance lag by 0.32C~/~. T!:~ imolication of this result is that policy steps that
can keep fiscal deficits under control are capable of encouragu.g Z::;:: ---rj- production. Such measures
can also make exports more competitive in the international market. Thus, efforts geared i~':V3;'G<;

reducing the fiscal deficits and external debt could significantly enhance Nigeria'S trade surplus
situation.

V. SUMMARY AND COUNCLUSION
This study is an attempt to investigate the fiscal deficit trade balance relationship in the Nigerian
context from 1970-2006. After establishing the unit root status of the variables in the structural
equation and the existence of cointegration, the ordinary least squares (OLS) two-stage approach
and suggested by Engle-Granger (1987) \V2.Sutilized in deriving the short run and long run
estimates. The Structural analysis was done using the Impulse Response analysis and Forecast
Error Variance Decomposition to trace the one-time shock to one of the innovations in the current
and future values of the exogenous variables, Empirical evidence emerges that fiscal deficit was
found to respond to trade balance.

Forecast Error Decomposition and Impulse Response Analysis

In the trade balance equation, fiscal deficit was found to explain a large proportion of the future
changes in the trade balance. It was found to explain about 31.52% of the future change; of the
trade balance in Nigeria by the tenth period. Accumulated impulse response functions for the trade
balance equation. The dashed lines are 95% booistrap confidence bounds. Fiscal deficit and
external debt generates negative impulses while domestic credit to the private sector generates
positive impulses with the effect dying out in the fifth period.

Fiscal deficit response to trade balance (see Table 6 above). The adjusted R-squared is 0.436.
However, the sample Fsstatistic has a highly significance level of 0.003. Adjustment to equilibrium
is reasonably fast, about 64 %. The coefficient of fiscal deficit is negative and significant in line
with the theoretical expectation. This is however, with an adjustment lag of two-period at the 1%
level of significance. A I% increase in fiscal deficit is capable of reducing the trade balance by
0.326%. A direct interpretation of this is that policy steps that can keep fiscal deficits under control
are capable of encouraging export production. Such measures can also make exports more
competitive in the international market. Judged by its coefficients, the value of external debt in the
immediate past period also has a role to play in the movements of trade balance in Nigeria. The
external debt variable exerts a modest influence on the trade balance. The total impact of external
debt on the trade balance is 0.411 % from a I% reduction in external debt. Thus, efforts geared
towards reducing the fiscal deficits and external debts could significantly enhance Nigeria's trade
surplus situation.
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Response of LTB to l TB

S.E. LTB LFD LEXTD LDDT
1 0.088535 100 0 0 0
2 0.126923 87.57457 2.07/423 9.041443 i.306568
3 0.149722 75.64478 14.82746 8.467183 1.060573
4 0.17064 67.17084 21.75411 10.09542 0.979638/
5 0.180592 64.04963 24.35912 10.65685 0.934404
6 0.186641 62.84997 26.20311 10.06925 0.8776681
7 0.192144 62.05563 27.52648 9.527349 0.890541 !
8 0.196592 60.95862 28.96443 9.104807 0.972142
9 0.200094 59.72559 30.4253 8.794996 1.0541151
10 0.202523 58.71692 31.52596 8.612639 1.144481

Variance Decomposition of Trade Balance Equation
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